
ARE YOU A RISING
SENIOR?
WILL YOU BE A FIRST
GENERATION COLLEGE
STUDENT? 
DO YOU LIVE IN THE
GREATER NYC AREA?

BRONX SCHOLARS OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM (BSOP)

The Admissions Angle, a local independent college consultant, is now

accepting applications for the Bronx Scholars Opportunity Program (BSOP),

which aims to help motivated high school students maximize their college

potential, both in regards to admissions and merit-based financial aid.

www.theadmissionsangle.com/BSOP

the

admissions

angle



A CUSTOMIZED COLLEGE ROADMAP with a personalized Admissions Angle

strategy and timeline of necessary steps

10 ZOOM  MEETINGS with access to project management software to keep

mentors, students, and parents connected

COLLEGE LIST featuring dream, reach, and safety schools based on student’s

achievements with counseling on suggested majors

RESUME CHECK with customized resume template, suggestions for effective

presentation of accomplishments, and edits for grammar and content

PERSONAL STATEMENT brainstorming, drafting, and editing 

SUPPLEMENTAL ESSAY coaching with complete list of necessary supplements

with brainstorming for content

COMMON APPLICATION instructions and check

COLLEGE APPLICATION LAB ONLINE COURSE access to get on-demand

answers to college applications questions directly from Alex or Noelle.

RECIPIENTS OF THE BSOP
AWARD WILL RECEIVE:

Total value of services is approximately $3,750. All award recipients automatically commit to

serving as a junior mentor for the summer immediately following their senior year as part of our

Pay-It-Forward initiative.

TO APPLY FOR THE BSOP AWARD, VISIT
WWW.THEADMISSIONSANGLE.COM/BSOP

 
APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED ON A ROLLING BASIS



TESTIMONIALS
Without Alex, I wouldn’t have been able to get into my dream school. I started working with Alex in eighth grade, and he helped me to form specific

goals and plans for my high school tenure. With these specific goals and plans, my application had a harmonic element that made me different from

other applicants. In order for me to stand out, Alex and I worked on the junction for all my high school achievements and life experiences: the

common app and supplemental essays. Since the beginning of summer before my senior year, Alex and I wrote at least fifty drafts in total for ten

different schools. Alex suggested specific edits from my initial drafts that would make my essays to connect with my passion for STEM. With hard

work from both Alex and me, we ended up with final drafts that radiated my background and passion for colleges. I strongly believe that the essays

were a big part of my success, and I thank Alex for his help.

WHO ARE WE?

Edward, Penn Class of '24

Jenny, Caltech Class of '24

I began working with Alex during my sophomore year, so I was able to implement

many of his ideas, such as hands-on research papers and a science blog, which

really helped me present myself as a knowledgeable and self-driven scientist in

my applications! Even though he had many good suggestions and obviously knew

what could create a brilliant application, he never tried to stifle my unique

interests and helped me incorporate them into my essays. When it came to

editing, he always made sure that the essays still used my voice and that they

were truly representative of me. I wouldn’t have known how to present myself in

the best possible way to elite institutions without Alex’s help.

I couldn't be where I am without the support that I received from Alex. It's

important to acknowledge because, as a high school student, this is my first time

experiencing the college process. Still, with Alex, he's already gone through the

process hundreds of times, so it was easy to bounce back ideas with him during

the brainstorming process. Throughout the college process, I could always be

reassured that there was someone out there looking out for me. Having another

set of eyes to check over your essays is extremely helpful.

Curtis, Johns Hopkins Class of '24

THEADMISSIONSANGLE.COM
INFO@THEADMISSIONSANGLE.COM

917-294-0628

FOLLOW US!
@THEADMISSIONSANGLE

The Admissions Angle offers one-on-one college mentorship to students in 8-12th grade,
working with students and parents to cultivate a successful admissions strategy.

With college admissions more competitive than ever before, it is important to strategize early
to demonstrate keen interest, hard work, and commitment to achieving goals. We advise
families on the best path to reach students' dream colleges and maximize their potential.

We believe in authentic admissions, which means playing to a students' strengths instead of
fabricating experiences. We help students achieve their goals the honest way, so families can
be proud of their accomplishments.


